Mobile application platforms
A hands-on introduction
Introductions

- Chad Holmes – Solutions Director
- Cian Clarke – Sr. Engineer
Goals for Today

• Introduce Core Technologies Present in Mobility
• Hands on Experience with Mobile App and Service Development
• Answer as many Questions as Possible!
Tips for Today

• Ask Questions
• Stay Involved
• Keep Your Tech Mind Open
• Enjoy
Agenda

• Introductions
• Getting Started
• Platform Walkthrough
• App #1 – Drag and Drop
• App #2 – More Complex App!
• Wrap Up/Q&A
Getting Started

- URL: https://sa-workshop-us.redhat.feedhenry.com
- Credentials: On the slips
- Log in
- Make sure you see this →
Platform Walkthrough

(Tell the presenter to slow down when needed)
App #1

Drag and Drop Apps
App #2

Services and More Complex Apps
Q&A
LEARN. NETWORK.
EXPERIENCE OPEN SOURCE.